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LAG JOU GAT
AF – IT HELPS

LAUGHTER is the best medicine – and Cape
Town’s Laughing Lady is not afraid to dispense it.
Bronwyn Kilroe has the best job in the world, she is a laughter
coach, teaching people how to chuckle and find their inner child.
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She says laughter is good for you – not only is it an excellent stress
buster but it improves your mood and helps you cope with problems.
It can even help cure recovering drug addicts from addiction.
And on Saturday, Bronwyn will be teaching addicts in Mitchell’s
Plain how to do it.
“A laughter session is based on the concept that anybody can
laugh for absolutely no reason at all,” Bronwyn explains.
Laughter sessions are also based on the premise that the body
can’t differentiate between real and fake laughter.
“We have the motto ‘fake it until you make it’. So any time you
laugh, whether simulated or real, your body releases a combination
of positive, happy chemicals and hormones into your bloodstream.
“So even when you fake laugh, your body still releases this cocktail.”

JUST FOR FUN: Bronwyn Kilroe

Guruhelps others
to also find that
moment of bliss
LAUGHTER Yoga Sessions were developed in
India in 1995 by medical
doctor Dr Madan Kataria
and his wife Madhuri.
He found the human
body cannot differentiate between pretend
and genuine laughter,
and both produced the
same ‘happy chemistry’.
Laughing yoga is practiced in 66 countries.
South Africa has a
growing number of
laughter coaches, among
them Cape Town’s own
Bronwyn Kilroe.
Bronwyn, a former TV
producer, became a
laughter coach after
interviewing Dr Kataria.

BUST THE BLUES: Laughter reduces chance of depression

Natural

“He was talking about
laughter yoga and I
thought it was interesting,” she says.
“I went to a session
and I was blown away.
“You
know
that
moment that you find
your bliss – that was
what it was like for me.

Training
“So I went and did the
laughter leader training
and I felt so happy and
so high, we just laughed
solidly for two days.”
Bronwyn says after
seeing laughter guru
Janine Grobler of Laugh
SA making a living of
her new-found profes-

sion, she decided to
give it a go.
“I took a chance, and
started doing it parttime and got such great
feedback that I now do
it full-time,” she says.
“I always encourage
people to do what
makes you feel good no
matter what that is,
because I make money
from laughter!
“Follow your passion
and you can survive.
“When you love what
you do it’s not work, it’s
fun.
“And seeing the transformation in people
before and after a session is priceless for me.”

BENEFITS OF
SMILING IS
Cape’s laughing coach says giggles NOT A JOKE

This all natural “cocktail” contains:
★ Serotonin, which is used in anti-depressant medicine;
★ Dopamine, the body’s feel-good hormone;
★ And endorphins, the body’s natural painkiller which is 500 times
stronger than morphine.
Among the many benefits of laughter is that it boosts your
immune system and speeds up healing, makes your feel good and
boosts your self-confidence, self-esteem and improves your
IMPRESSED: Dr Robert Rapiti approves of programme
BREAKING THE HABIT: Laughter therapy can cure addictions
communication skills.
Bronwyn uses laughter as a
tool and teaches people techniques to deal with stress.
“When people understand
the scientific benefits of laughter they are more willing to try
it and it has an immediate
effect,” she says.
“With regards to addiction
treatment, laughter releases
something called opius in
your body, which is the
chemical cousin of opium,
and it’s all natural.
“That’s why when you do a
laughter session, you’re going workshop is “Laughter, the
“So it explains why adults
“They end up using all
from stressed, frustrated, best medicine”.
types of medications – from are so miserable.
depressed and sad to happy,
“One does not have to be
“The purpose of this work- antidepressants to addicting
fantastic and feeling incredi- shop is to encourage people drugs like benzodiazepines happy to laugh, one can become
ble.”
to use laughter as a method and codeine tablets – and pay happy just by laughing.”
★ BRONWYN Kilroe
Bronwyn says people
of treatment to combat many countless visits to doctors.
shop facilitator, who is a certified laughter coach and workExercise
was personally traine
become addicts because there
of the ills and the stresses of
“Laughter Sessions”
d by the founder of
Emotionally
Do
And yes you can laugh too life without resorting to
is something missing in their
For more information ctor Madan Kataria, from India.
much.
“Laughter has many life, or they want to forget
medications,” says Dr Rapiti.
Cell: 083 383 0173; on wellness packages, contact her on:
“Laughter is a low form of
“Addicts and their families benefits for the human body about their worries.
Email: laughtersession
s@telkomsa.net;
cardiovascular exercise, have to constantly deal with – mentally, emotionally and
“Laughter helps with the
Website: www.laug
working out the heart and emotionally pain of shame physically – and it costs treatment of alcohol and drug
★ The 4 Steps laughhtersessions.com.
ter
lungs, so too much laughter and guilt, mental problems
abuse because it helps people
nothing.
High School in Mitche workshop will be held at Westridge
will make you feel exhausted. like depres“A
good find that joy and humour with2.30pm to 5pm in the ll’s Plain on Saturday, October 4, from
sm
“I’ve seen people starting sion, anxiety,
laugh out drugs. It gives you a natuEntrance is free. Co all hall.
LAUGHTER is free, belly
can defuse a ral high,” she says.
to sweat just from laughing,” panic attacks
581 1846 or via email ntact Dr Rapiti on 021 397 6029 or 082
major family
“When drug addicts go
says Bronwyn.
and insomnia,
★ Cape Town Drug Coon robertrapiti@gmail.com.
it has no sideuns
crisis and ter- through recovery, they’re in a
On Saturday, the 4 Steps social probObservatory – 021 447 elling Centres:
effects and
minate anger really dark space and there’s
support group for substance lems
like
Mitchell’s Plain – 021 8026;
391
immediately.
not much to laugh or smile
abusers and their families l o n e l i n e s s ,
Website: www.drugcen 0216;
makes you feel
tre.org.za.
“ C h i l d re n about. But when they underwill be celebrating its fourth damaged rela★ Cit y of Ca pe To wn
ad dic tio n he lpl ine
laugh about stand that they can feel good,
anniversary with a free laugh- tionships and
good... what’s
(0800Help4U).
– 08 00 43 5 74 8
300 times a just through fake laughter, that ★ Safeline
physical pain
ing session workshop.
– 08000 35553;
not to love?
day, adults can turn into real laughter.
Founder Dr EV Rapiti due to muscle
★ Molo Songo
only laugh
“Laughter is free, it has no ★ Department lolo/Child Line – 08000 55555;
believes addiction should be tension and
Town’s
e
Cap
–
of Social Development
about
14
t
e
n
s
i
o
n
side-effects
and
makes
you
dealt with holistically.
– 0800 220 250.
times a day.
Laughter coach
feel good – what’s not to love?”
The theme for Saturday’s headaches.

can cure addiction and depression
HELPLINES

■ YOUR body doesn’t know
the difference between real
and fake laughter, so you
can actually “fake it till you
make it”.
■ It’s a form of low impact
cardio vascular exercise,
known as Laughtercise.
■ One minute of laughter is
the same as 10 minutes on a
rowing machine.
■ Laughter is a natural and
instant stress buster.
■ A good belly laugh
reduces stress and tension.
■ Laughing prevents burnout.
■ Laughter is a powerful
mood enhancer and instantly
makes you feel good.

■ Research shows laughter
reduces depression and
negative thoughts, and so
creates a positive outlook.
■ Healthy employees result
in less sick days, less
absenteeism and reduced
medical costs.

Productive
■ Happy employees work
better with others, they fix
problems instead of complaining, and they are more
productive.
■ Laughter releases a bonding chemical, which helps
people to get along with
each other, despite their
personality differences.

‘

FOUNDER: Dr Kataria started laughing yoga

BRONWYN KILROE

’

GET ALONG: Laughing helps people interact in a better way
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